TIER ONE
EGOIC FUNCTIONING

• Domination: power over
• Egoic Operating System “I-me”
• Prefers certain states/experiences: (pleasure over pain, joy over grief ...)
• Measures life by the story of "me"
• Believes that life can give or take success, health, etc from me
• Perceives through separation, differentiation, judgment

TIER TWO
NECESSARY FOR PLANETARY CHANGE

• Communion: power with/for
• Unity or heart OS "WE"
• All experiences/ states are acceptable: "Yes" to what is.
• My personal story, roles descriptions matter less. Emerging transpersonal self
• Nothing can diminish the power of presence of "naked being"
• Perceives through compassion, inclusive love, presence
PRACTICES TO INTEGRATE CHRIST CONSCIOUSNESS

- Contemplation individually & communally
- Being contemplative in our words, actions and in our service
- Shadow work that frees us from ego → transpersonal self
- Learning to discern communal consciousness (What are WE experiencing?)
Resources: Fostering the Evolution of Love

From the wealth of Integral writing available, these are authors I directly relied on for the LCWR Powerpoint:

• Frederic Laloux, *Reinventing Organizations*, 2014
• Steve McIntosh, *Evolution’s Purpose*, 2012
• Ken Wilber, *The Integral Vision*, 2007

Christian Integral Resources:

• Beatrice Bruteau, *The Holy Thursday Revolution*, 2005
• Ilia Delio, *The Emergent Christ*, 2011 (any of her work)
• Titles by Cynthia Bourgeault, Denis Edwards, John Haught